Texas Instruments
TI-1797

Solar-powered desktop calculator— with an 8-digit adjustable-angle display.
TI-1797

A very portable, small but sturdy desktop— with a display that's definitely different.

You may like your lights bright, but if you’re fighting their reflection in your readout... well, it can change your whole point of view. The TI-1797 offers a new perspective.

It has a hinged display. So you can adjust it yourself and get the glare out. And get the most comfortable viewing angle. All it takes is a little extra play in your display.

Of course, the TI-1797 really shines when it comes to portability—big keys and a roomy keyboard, yet small enough for you to tuck it away and take it along.

Automatic constant lets you speed through repetitive problems without reentering numbers.

A percent key shortens and simplifies percentage calculations—to help you time to figure discounts or sales taxes before you buy.

There's a full-function, add-to or subtract-from memory—to help you remember numbers during long calculations.

Another pivotal point: Solar power means no batteries. Ever.

So if you've got a gleam in your eye at the thought of getting the glare out... go get a TI-1797.

Special features:

• Special adjustable-angle display lets you set your own most-comfortable viewing angle and eliminate glare from overhead lighting.
• Solar power—no batteries to buy. Ever. Works at any normal reading-light level.
• Efficient portability—big keys and a roomy keyboard, yet small enough for you to tuck it away and take it along.
• Percent key shortens and simplifies percentage calculations such as discounts or sales taxes.
• Automatic constant lets you solve repetitive problems without reentering numbers.
• Full-function add-to/subtract-from memory.
• Square root key

Limited Warranty

The TI-1797 calculator is covered by a one-year limited warranty against defects in materials and workmanship. The full text of this warranty is published in the owner's manual accompanying the TI-1797.

Texas Instruments reserves the right to make changes in the materials and specifications without notice.

Specifications

Display: Hinged 8-digit LCD.
Size: 6.1 x 3.9 x 0.5 inches
Weight: 3 ounces
Power: Solar